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SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC DYNAMIGSTA[IILITY CttARACTERISTICS
OF THE SPACE S[IUTTLE LAUNCIt VEH|CLE
Delma C. Freeman, Jr., Richmond P. Boyden,
and Edwin E. Davenport
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
An investigation has been conducted to determine the subsonic and transonic dynamic-
stability characteristics of ,. O.O15-scale model of the space shuttle launch vehicle. These tests
-, were conducted in the I,angley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel over a Mack number range
from 0.3 to 1.2. Forced-oscillation equipment was used to determine .tile damping character-
' istics of several configurations about all three axes.
"" Tile test results show that the model exhibited positive damping in pitch except at the
' higllest Math number (1.2) where there was a region of negative damping at 2° angle of
attack. The yawing-oscillation tests show that the model exhibited nonlinearities and negative
damping at Math numbers of 0.3 and 0.6. The model exhibited positive roll damping through-
, out tile test angle-of-attack and Mach range.
- INTRODUCTION
As part of the space shuttle development effort, tile Langley Researcl_.Center has spon-
-., sored a program to determine experimentally tile dynamic-stability characteristics of the space
shuttle vehicle. Aerodynamic damping derivatives have been determined for the orbiter at sub-
sonic to hypersonic speeds (refs. I to 3) and for the launch vehicle at supersonic speeds
(ref. 4).
As part of this study, subsonic and transonic forced-oscillation tests of,.a 0,015-scale
model of fhe space shuttle launch vehicle configuration (orbiter designation 140 A/B) were
, conducted in tile Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel. These tests were conducted for
' several configurations over a Math number range from 0.3 to I q; the tests measured pitch,
roll, and yaw damping, the normal force due to pitch rate, and the cross derivatives: yawing
" moment due to roll rate and roiling moment due to yaw rate, Tests were conducted for the
: complete launch vehicle configuration and also lbr the orbiter external-tank configuration which
simulated an abort situation. Dynamic derivatives were measured lbr two center-of-gravity
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' SYMBOLS
.)
Tile reference length used to nondinwnsionalizc all of tile aerodynamic parameters was
tile orbiter body length which is 0.4916 m for the O,O15-scalc model. The rcR'rcnce area
used to nondimcnsionalizc the aerodynamic parameters was the orbiter wing _trea which
=, : is 0.05623 m 2 for the O.Ol5-scal¢ model.
,: ALl. data presented are referred to the body-axis system. (Sec fig. 1.1 The origins of
o:: the axes were located to ..cs! nd to tile center-of-gravity (e.g.) positions shown in figure "_(20 r''" _O -.
.... Units of measurement are presented in the Intcnmtional System of Units ISI). S¢¢ rot=
_i: ercnce 5 for details on the use of the SI physical constants and conversion t:actors.
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Cn_ cos t_ + k2Cn_ oscillatory directional-stahility parameter, per radian
Cn/3 siti tx - k2Cnl_ yawing moment due to roll' displacement parameter, per radian
f frequency of oscillation, hertz
k reduced frequency parameter coi/2V in pitch, yaw, and roll, radians
£ reference length, orbiter length, meters
M free-stream Mach number
p,q,r_......... an.gular velocity of model about X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively, radians/second
%0 free-stream.Mynamic pressure, kPa
IL Reynolds number based on orbiter body length_
S reference area, meters 2
V free-stream velocity, meters/second
X,Y,Z body reference ax_._
a angle of attack, deodees or radians
angle of sideslip, radians
model roll orieritation angle, degrees
angular velocity, .-_ttf, radians/second





,. APPARATUS AND MODEL
Tile OOI5-scalc model used in the investigation consisted of tile orbiter (designated,"
140 AgB), tile external propellant tank, and the solid rocket boost0,rs arranged together ill tile
complete launch ¢onliguration shown in figure 2. The model could bc tested without the
solid rocket motors as a tank-orbiter combination which simulated an abort situation. The
moment reference center could be varied and data were measured about the, two positions
' shown in figure 2. Details of the propellant tank, solid rocket motors, and the front and
.. rear attachment points are presented in figure 3.
The subsonic and transonic forced-oscillation tests were conducted in the Langley 8-foot
: transonic pressure tunnel. The model was mounted with, the balance a,,d sting in the external
propellant tank. A photograph of the model mounted in the tunnel for the forced-oscillation
tests is presented in figure 4. A description of the techniques and apparatus for the forced-
oscillation tests is given in reference 2.
TF,STS
C + Cmt_),The forced-oscillation tests were conducted to determine the pitch mq
•. yaw (Cnr- Cn/_ cos o_), and roll (C_p+ C_/_ sin or)damping; the changes in normal force
: - due to pitch rate ,((7Nq + CNd _"and the cross derivatives: yaw d; ,: to roil:ng velocity
•: (Cnp+ Cn_ sin or) and roll due to yawing velocity (Clr- CI/_ cos or).:
The values of the nominal amplitude of the oscillation and of tile range of the reduced
!:. frequency parameter (determined as discussed in ref. 2) during the dynamic-stability tests were:
Oscillation Amplitude of Reduced frequency
:: axis oscillation, parameter, k.
(.: degrees radians
Pitch 1 0.0152 to 0,0(_55 Jl
_': Yaw 1 .0186 to .0608
' i
Roll 2.5 .OIq9 to .0947 i
i ' ..............
:.. Dynamic tests wcrc conducted with two ccnter-of-gntvity (e.g.) locations: the aft moment
;' reference center representing tile center-of-gravity position of the complete corffiguration I'tw the
lift-off flight conditions and the forward moment relL,rcnce center rcprcsenting the e.g. position
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the orbiter external*tank Collf{gtlral[oll werc ¢ondtlcted for the forward I¢;catio. only. Multiple
data poinls were taken at each test condition and are pre_llted to ._how the repeatability of
the d:Jt:J.
The forced-oscillation tests were conducted over an anl,le-of-attack range of approxi-
mately -+-I0°. The test conditions follow:
Math qo,, R
number kPa





For the entire Math number range, the model was tested with transition strips fixed by appli-
cation of No. 120 grit located 2.54 centimeters aft on the nose of the orbiter, of the external
tank, and of the solid rocket boosters and 1.27 centimeters streamwise aft of the leading edge
on the wing and vertical tail. All transition strips were approximately 0.25 centimeter wide.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pitching-Oscillation Test Results
The oscillatory stability parameters measured in the pitching-oscillation tests at Math
numbers of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 are presented in figures 5 to 8. The pitch-damping charac-
+ and the in-phase with displacementteristics of --the complete configuration Cmq Cm&)
--(C - k2C,,,t:i ). are presented as a function of angle of attack in figure5 for theparameters m_
two moment reference centers. The data indicate that the effect of e.g. locations on the pitch
_ 2-'
damping was small and produced an increment in Cma k (nall about equal to that
expected on the basis of the magnitude of the e.g. shift. Comparisons between the in-phase
parameter measured in the forced-oscillation tests and the Cma detennined from static'tests
(unpublished data) of a similar model for the same test conditions are also presented in fig-
ures 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d). These comparisons show good agreement between the static and
dynamic test results.
In general, the lattnch vehicle configuration exhibited positive damping (negative values
of Cmq + ('m_t), throughout the test angle-of-attack rang,: lk_r Math numbers of 0.3, 0.6,




values of Cmq + Cmd). at angles of attack around 2°. 'f'hc appcaranct_ of this region o1'
negatiw damping is not surprising for thi,s bhmt body in the mixed flow regime at transonic
speeds. The positive angle-of-attack range was limited to 6° at a Math number of 1.2 because
of reflected shock impingement upon the vertical tail of the motld.
_ The pitch-damping dmracteristics of the orbiter external-tank configuration for the for-
.: ward moment o, ntcr are presented in figure 6. These results show that for tile orbiter
external-tank combination, the model exhibited positive damping throughout the test angle-ol:
attack anti Math ra,lge. Note that the negative damping that occurred with the c¢nnplete
launch configuration at M = 1.2 (fig. 5¢d)) did not occur for the orbiter external-tank
configuration.
Tile normal force due to pitch_ rate parameter, ,(CNq + ('Nfe'), and the normal force due
to pitch displacement parameter --(CNot - k2CN/I), for the complete vellicle and the orhiter
_ external-tank configurations are presented in figures 7 and 8. The data of figure 7 show that
. for the complete launch configuration, CNq + CN& is generally positive and exhibits a non-
' linearity for the condition where pitch damping is negative (fig. 5(d)). Comparisons between
the in-phase CNot - k2CNdl and the CNot computed froth the static test measurenlents are
-_-: also presented in figure 7. T-his comparison shows good agreement between tile static and
forced-oscillation test r_sults. For the orbiter external-tank combination the data Ifig. 8) show
the normal-force parameter + to be positive and linear throughout the Mach num-
.. CNq CN&
' bet and angle-of-attack range tested.
Yawing-Oscillation Test Results
The oscillatory stability parameters measured in tile yawing-oscillation tests are presented
: in figures 9 to l l. Tile in-phase withx displacement \(Cn/3 cos ot + k2rnf)/ and out-of-phase
with displacement (Cnr - Cnh cos _°t)parameters are presented in figures q and 10. The
i damping data of figure 9 measured for the complete launch vehicle show that at Math num-
bers of 0.3 and 0.6 there are regions of negative damping over a large !,ortion of the test
':. angle-of attack range, ilowever, tile model exhibited positive damping at tile higher transonic
Math numbers. A comparison of the in-phase Cn{/ cos at + k2Cn/" with the ('n_ cos'7
": computed from tile static data is also presented ill figure 9. This comparison shows that in
general, the values measured ill the forced-oscillation tt'sts are higher than those measured in
r
the static tests but the trends with angle of attack appear to bc the same.
The yaw-damping results for the orbiter externlq-lank combination are presented in fig-
ur," 10. These results show trends similar to those o_qail,cd for the complete vehicle. In
"!
.... i t
iI i i I
' particular, the orbiter external-tank c_ml'iguratkm exhibited .significant regitms of negative damp-
ing in yaw tit Math numbers of 0.3 and 0,6, At the higher Math mlmbers, the orbiter
• external-tank configuration exhibited positive values'of danlping ill yaw; there was an exception
=_ when tx = I° at M = 0.9. Results obtained for tile orbiter external-tank configuration
'" with the vertical tail removed arc also presented in figures 10(a) and 10(b}, Analysis of these
i .
data shows that the vertical tail provides a nearly constant increment to the damping in yaw,
,,. except for angles of attack greater than 6° for M = 0,6.
The rolling moment due to yaw rate parameter (Ctr- C_ I cos t_)is presented in fig-
It
f
ures 11 and 12. Data are also presented in figure I1 showing a comparison of the
in-phase CII_ cos o_ + k2Ct_ and the CI_ cos 0l computed from the static data. The enm-
padson shores excellerlt agreement between tile static and forced-oscillation results. Tile forced-
oscillation results show that for both the complete configuration and the orbiter external-tank
combination, tile rolling moment due to _awing velocity was positive and tile vertical tail added
-_" a nearly constant increment. One nonlinearity occurred at a Math number of 0.6 for the
: • orbiter external-tank configuration (fig. 12); this nonlinearity corresponds to that in yaw damp-
._._ ing at M = 0.6._.(.fig. 10(b)).
k'
Rolling-Oscillation Test Results
Tile oscillatory stability parameters measured in the rolling-oscillation tests arc presented
_:" in figures 13 to 16. The in-phase with displacement ,(Clfl sin o_- k2Cl;'_v/and oat-of-phase
! with displacement + CI,_ sin ot_ parameters are presented in figures 13 and 14. Compari-P /
' k2Cll_ Ct_sons of the in-phase CI_ sin ot - with the sin ot computed from the static data
_..- are presented in figures 13(b), 13(c), and 13(d). The comparison shows excellent agreement
"::; between tile forced-oscillation and static results. The roll-damping parameter (Clp + Ct_ sin or)
_:: shows that for both tile launch vehicle configuration-(fig. 13) and tile orbiter external-tank
combination (fig. 14), tile model exhibited positive damping throughout the test angle-of-attack
: °,",. and Mach range.
o)..... + _?'llThe yawing moment due to roll rate parameter np _ sin is presented in fig-
•._. ures 15 and 16. The data show that Cnp + Cnh_,sin c_ is generally positive for both the
_;_ mated vehicle and the orbiter external-tank combination for the angle-of-altack and Math num-
ber range tested. A con:parison of the in-phase Cn_ sin c_ - k2C% with tile Cnfl sin a
computed from tile static tests is also presented in figures 15(b), 15{c), and 151d). This
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SUMMARY 01: RliSULTS
All investigation has h_.,L,nvondtlcted to dvt_'rnltne thL, .'_llb,_oniva01dtransoolic dynanli_-
stability charact_.,risti_:sof a 0,OIS-s'_:alemodel c)t' lh_' _butth: hmnvh w,hid_.,, "l'hc r_',,ult_ _1"
this hwestigathm may be _ummurized as I'olh)ws:
I, The nmd_.i exhilfited p(_itiw, damldng in i)il_.'ll tllrotlglmut the test angle-ol;atla_.k
range for Math nun_hersof 0,3, 0,6, aml 0,9, At a Mach numher of 1,2, the,re was a
region of negatiw, damping for the compk, tc launch w,hicl_, ¢onfi_,ul'alion al an_k',__f allack
around 2° .
2. The model exhibited nonlinearities and negative yaw tlalnping ovvr a large pt)rtion o1"
tht_ angle-of attack range at Maeh numbers of 0.3 and 0.6 for b,_th the lamlch vehicle and the
orbit,_r e,iternal-tank configuration. At the higher Much numbers, the model exhibited positive
yaw damping throughout the test angle-of-attack range.
3. Both the launch vehicle and orbiter external-tank configuration were positively damped
in roll for the test Mach nt,.".fl_,_'r'_".:dangle-of-attack ranges.
Langley Research Center
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